City of East Lansing Fire Department
Weekly Incident Report for
January 22 – January 28, 2017

Total number of incidents responded to:

EMS/Rescue =87

Fires = 2

Good Intent Calls =103 False Calls = 3

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Fires Reported in FireRMS
January 24, 2018, 1:21 PM- T-12 was dispatched to arcing wire in cooler at Sparty's convenient store.
T-12 atf large 6 story dorm with nothing showing. T-12 found employee's at Sparty's store reporting that
a exterior wire on a drink cooler had sparked and flamed up. Upon arrival T-12 noted nothing unusual
other then some wires missing their protective cable. I was advised by the manager that the cooler had
been worked on by IPF on Friday or Monday. Those same wires were serviced. The cooler seemd to be
working correctly when today the wires were noted to be arcing and then a large flash of flame exposed
itself. T-12 awaited IPF and referred maintenance to them. No fire, smoke, or arcing were noted
throughout the call and the cooler still remained powered. T-12 unable to locate power shut off. T-12
cleared and returned to Station #2. Smoke and flames not great enought to cause fire alarms sytem to
operate. System seems to be in good working order.
January 26, 2018, 11:21 AM- Responded for brush fire beside roadway. Initial dispatch was north bound
US-127 S of Kalamazoo street. Upon arrival in that area were unable to find any fire. Dispatch had
another call stating that the fire was actually near Forest Road. Upon arrival there found a small grass
fire that we were able to contain with 500 gal of water. There was a bystander with a disabled car who
stated that she thinks the fire was started due to backfire. The vehicle would not run and she stated that
her father was en route to assist her. The fire was extinguished without incident. Michigan State Police
was on scene for traffic control.

Training Reported in FireRMS
January 23, 2018, 2 Hours- Performed maintenance, operation, and troubleshooting of extrication tools.
Went over all cabinets on T11.
January 25, 2018, 8 Hours- ACLS/PALS day 1
January 25, 2018, 2 Hours- Chapter 2 and 3 of driver training course.

Chief Complaints of EMS Call
Abdominal pain-2

L knee Patela Dislocation-1

Abdominal labs-1

L leg pain-1

Abrasion-2

Lacceration-1

Altered LOC-1

Leg weakness-1

Ankle Injury-1

Lift Assist only-1

Anxiety-2

Nausea-1

Anxiety Attack-1

Nausea/vomiting-1

Assault-1

Near syncope-1

Chest Pain-4

NVD-1

Chest Pressure-1

Period of unresponsiveness-1

Confusion-1

PI accident, no complaints -1

Cough/ Fever-1

Possible dislocated shoulder1

Dizzines-2
DOA-1
ETOH-13
ETOH overdose-1
ETOH/ Nausea/ Vomiting -1
Fall-1
Flu like Symptoms-1
Head Laceraration-1
Hematomas to head-1
Hypertension-1
Hypolglicemic-1
L hip Pain-1

Possible Seizure-1
Possible drug Ingestion-1
Psych-1
Psych. Episode-1
R sided Weakness-1
Seizure-3
SOB-3
Sick person/ fever/possible
seizure-1
Small finger Lac-1
Syncopal-1
Syncope-1

Traumatic injury- Car vs.
Tree-1

